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Presidential semifinalists chosen 
Released from 
The Presidential Search and Screening 
Committee, 
John E. Reilly, Chairperson 
The Presidential Search and Screening 
Committee has extended to each of the 
six semi-finalists being considered for the 
Presidency of Bridgewater State College 
an invitation to be our guest for a full day 
on campus. 
Attached to this memorandum please 
find a schedule of the activities that are 
planned each day that a candidate is to be 
with us. 
The calendar of candidates' visits is as 
follows: 
Wednesday, April 30: Dr. Gwendolyn 
Jensen 
Friday, May 2: Dr. A. Nancy Avakian 
Monday, May 5: Dr. Thomas Law 
Wednesday, May 7 Dr. Lawrence 
Davenport 
·Friday, May 9: Dr. Gerard Indelicato 
Monday, May 12: Dr. Herb. Reinhard 
The Committee plans to work closely 
with leaders of the faculty, administra-
tion, student body, staff, and alumni to 
insure maximum participation by all 
campus constituencies on each of these 
days. 
I shall continue to keep you informed 
as additional details are decided. 
SCHEDULE FOR CAMPUS VISITS 
BY CANDIDA TES 
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., Breakfast with 
department chairpersons, faculty repre-
sentatives, administrative directors, stu-
dent leaders, staff persons, alumni and 
community representatives (reservations 
are being coordinated through the clerk 
of the Search and Screening Committee). 
9:00 a.m. to 9:30 a.m., Candidate tours 
Clement C. Maxwell Library and views 
college Multi-Media Slide Presentation. 
9:40 a.m., Candidate arrives at Martha 
Burnell Campus School for building 
· tour. 
10:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m., Coffee reception 
for candidate in Burrill Avenue Aca-
demic Building. Faculty, staff, and stu-
dents are cordially invited to meet 
candidate. 
10:45 a.m. to 12:15 p.m., Candidate tours 
Kelly Gymnasium, Catholic Center, 
Science Building, Student Union Build-
ing, Art Building, and Gates House. 
12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m., Lunch for candi-
date with department chairpersons, 
faculty representatives, administrative 
directors, 'Student leaders, staff persons, 
alumni and community representatives 
'Romanticism' sings on April ~5 
By 
Heather Eggert 
through the . 
presented, the focus being the connection 
between the. romanticism of the nine-
teenth century ~nd the "Romantic Twen-
tieth Century". 
In this program, the ChaJll bers Singers 
will be singing two pieces in Q~rman: 'O 
Lovely May'; (0 Sussen Mai) by 
Johannes Brahms, and "Sah Ein Knabe 
Ein Roslein" by Werner, and a Fench 
piece by Cluade Debussy called "Y'ver, 
vous n'estes qu'un villain" (translated, 0 
Winter, Villaia ,that Thou Art); 
Although Brahms, Werner, abd Deb-
ussy are all nineteenth century European 
siimfa:r 
Funny V~lentine'1 · and ''Try to 
Remember'';. two pieces from American 
Broadwat musicals, and ales through" At 
·the Rviver", a hymn adapted by Aaron 
Copeland, thus "the connection''. The 
pieces by Persichetti and Muczynski 
thath the Chorale will be perf ormng, 
including rhythms and harmonies which 
.demonstrate the influence of jazz, 
another connection .between the nine-
teenth and twenitieth centuries. 
Chorale Society prepares for upcoming concert. 
The Choral Society's major work fot 
the spring entitled "The Canterbury 
Psalms" could only have J:>een written in 
tj~ ,pM.s.age$ of 
ccinsoriance, a style which puts the clash-
ing harmonies of· the Renaissance in 
direct relation with the complete disson-
ance of the Twentieth century. "The Can-
turbury Psalms" is the embodiment of the 
connection between the nineteenth and 
twentieth century harmnically, and the 
Chorale, under the direction of Jacob 
Liberles, makes the Biblical text come 
alive. · 
The Chorale, after a semester of hard 
(reservatfons are being coordinated 
through the clerk of the Search and 
Screening Committee). 
1 :30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m., Meet with Vice-
Presidents in Executive Vice-President's 
Office, Boyden hall. 
2:00 p.m. to 2:45 p. m., Question-and-
Answer Session with representatives of 
MSCA, APA, AFSCME. Alumni Asso-
ciation, and Student Government 
Association. 
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m .• Open Reception 
for College Community, Heritage Room, 
Maxwell Library. 
4:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m .• Residence Hall 
tour and reception. 
6:00 p.m., Presidential Search and 







Spring has finally arrived, and 
along with all the sunshine, sun-
glasses, and tanned bodies comes 
one of the biggest events oft he year 
at BSC. Once again, it's time for 
Greek Week, 6 days of fun-filled 
even ts and act io.n-pack e d 
entertainment. 
The traditional torch-carry 
through campus will kick things off 
on Monday, April 28. During the 
rest of the week, the 6 Greek organi-
zations on campus will be compet-
ing in various events including 
tennis, volleyball, and even twister. 
There will also be cookouts, and a 
dance that Thursday night in the 
S.U. Ballroomfeatqring DJ, Paul 
Bonnito. Finally, Saturday, May 
3rd is the grand finale: the pyramid-
building contest and the chariot 
race are among the many events 
taking place that day. Also, don't 
forget to join us Saturday night at 
Tilly for a dance with "The Rev.,. 
Competing in Greek Week will 
be the following organizations: 
Sigma Chi, Phi Beta Sigma, Alpha 
Upsilon, ·Kappa Phi Omega, Zeta 
Gamma Rho, and last year's cham-
pions Phi Pi Delta. This year's 
Greek Week promises to be better 
than ever. So whether your in afra-
ternity, a so~rority, or just therefor 
the fun, don't miss out on the best 
week of the year. We're going to 
have so much fun it's frightening! 
Look for more info: cominR 
soon, or call Rick Wallwork 697.., 
· 5198 or Eric Barney 697-5141. 
Drelated photos, p.4 
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Vie oint Letters 
Orrell • receives his rebuttals 
Answer to 
To Glenn Orrell. 
I am glad to see the subject of Dunf ey's 
and the SG A was brought up by you in 
last week's Comment. I felt nothing had 
been resolved and the topic was almost a 
taboo on campus. 
I would like to contribute a rebuttal to 
your indignant letter. I do not think you 
have "any right to Le indignant-not in 
regards 10 an unnamed "concerned stu-
dent" who distributed pamphlets, to 
Nadine Lucas nor to nonparticipating 
students of Senate meetings at Bridge-
water State College. 
"'Who are we to tell you where you can 
or cannot rewrite the constitution?" We 
are the ones who put you in office, ~on­
tri bute our money to your budget, and 
the ones who have put our trust in you. 
We have nery right to question anything 
that you do. You are our representatives, 
which means you are an extension of us 
and should act as we see fit. If something 
is done that we. the students, feel is wrong 
or questionable. we have a right to tell 
you so and for you to act in a manner to 
prevent it from occurring or to make 
amends and ansH·er to us for it. We put 
you in office because of trust and because 
we want someone to be a middleman for 
us--a connection of students to the 
faculty and school. The only reason you 
are there is because \Ve can•t be-whether 
it's because we work. are studying. or 
have other interests. We should not have 
to attend meetings as watchguards. 
You wrote that "'transferring of money 
from one account to another doesn't 
require approval from the Senate." Well. 
maybe it should be written into the "new" 
constitution that all transfer of money be 
accounted for. so. there would not be any 
more occurrences of mis.representation of 
funds. Perhaps all minutes of SGA meet-' 
ings should be published. whether in a 
.. newsletter" setup or a special section in 
the Comment. 
To me. it seemed obvious that if you 
k ne\v there \Veren 't students attend irig 
meetings. you also knew that a "sign up 
sheet on the Student Government Associ-
ation door" would not be seen by the 
student population. If the Dunfey trip 
were truly '"open" to everyone, the sign up 
sheet should have been posted where eve-
ryonewhould see it (i.e. a table in front of 
the bookstore. posters. such as those 
advertising "Club S.oda Nights". etc.) Or, 
is it possible the SGA was afraid that 
people would actually sign up for it? Do 
not pretend to be self-righteous when it's 
obvious that the information regarding 
the trip was not intended to be seen. 
Plenty could have been don~ in a week 
us 
and a half if you wanted it to be done. It's 
obvious you didn't. 
Don't give me "apathy of the students" 
as justification. There is apathy in all 
phases of life-there is simply no way to 
make every person be concerned or inter-
ested in everything that happens around 
them, even things that might affect them. 
It seems to me that you didn't really 
encourage students who showed interest. 
The best time for you to have benefitted 
by the amount of attention the SGA 
received (the special meeting) was 
negated by the attitudes of the SGA 
members. People "recognized by the 
chajr to speak" were cut off in midsent-
ence by SGA members who were afraid 
to let them talk. Who would attend any 
more Senate meetings after that? The 
possibility of a stu9ent commenting or 
questioning without being interrupted 
did not exist. What kind of an image was 
drawn, in that single night, of the SGA 
and its members? 
Lastly, I would like to comment on the 
costs mentioned in your letter. Maybe the 
Cape offered '"off-season rates", but the 
$50 a day you saved by using a large 
conference room at the Cape was spent 30 
times over ($ 100 divided into $3,000) by 
the additional expenses incurred. The 
cost was increased by including bar-tabs, 
huge food bills and $20 spending money 
given· to each member. So where's the 
savings? If you were truly concerned 
about the costs as you were trying to 
imply, you should have used a conference 
room in a Holiday Inn (Brockton is out of 
Bridgewater if you truly felt it was neces-
sary tO ''leave the Bridgewater area"), 
slept at home, eaten at McDonalds and 
drank the booze on your oi;m time and 
money! 
l would be very interested in seeing a 
complete financ.ial breakdown, published 
in the next week's Comment, showing us 
ex~ctly how much money you ''saved us." 
This breakdown should be of the entire 
weekend, showing all the receipts 
received to ha.ck it up. Y olir reluctance: to 
do so could only be taken as a cover-up. 
But of course we all know that you are 
not really attempting to hide anything, so 
we should expect to see the financial 
breakdown without any hesitation. right? 
Thank you. Glenn Orrell, for your 
attempt to set things straight. We the stu-
dents are anticipating the proof to back 






EveryQne. makes them. · 
tf-you see a .mistake·in thi• paper, 
pt.&4se, help u• to correct Lt. . 
Stop by o~r office (next to ... the bookstoret 
Or, ~on~t Roger Spring or Peggy HayW· 
at 89.7-120Qi".·ext. 2158.; 
Thank' Q 
"Who are 
To Glenn Orrell, 
I am not an apathetic student. I am 
involved with campus activities and I do 
care what goes on in my school. How-
ever, my work schedule is such that I 
cannot attend SGA meetings, nor do I 
feel I should have to. What am I-a pri-
son warden? 
You paid $50 a day for a very large 
conference room. What is wrong with the 
very large SGA Chambers? $3,000 is 
quite a lot of money for one weekend. To 
use the SGA Chambers would not have 
cost a cent. Maybe the SGA feels the 
Student Union is unsatisfactory for 
important work. And why Dunfey's? 
Dunf ey's is the most expensive place on 
the Cape. What is wrong with the Brock-
ton Holiday Inn? Perhaps it does not 
meet SGA standards. 
There wasn't much time to advertise in 
we?" 
a week and a half? I agree. However, it is 
beyond me why such a large and expen-
sive project was planned in just a week 
and a half. I do believe you about using 
the proper channels to procure funding. 
When you pull the right strings, results 
are quick. 
I am not questioning the productivity 
of the weekend. The constitution often 
needs updating. I am sure the Senators 
spent much time reworking it (as well as 
running a food and bar tab). And of 
course 2/ 3 of the voting members agreed. 
It was a ritzy gratuitous weekend for all 
who attended. 
"WHO ARE WE?" We are the student 
body. Ok-in case you have forgotten, 
we are the ones who put you in power. We 
did not expect you to abuse it. 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Robers on 
Please don't forget 
This letter is in response to Mr. Orrell's 
letter on Dunfey's weekend .. First, right 
to the point,· how dare you use the tone 
you did stating and asking who are we to 
question that particular weekend and the 
SGA members involved. I'll tell you who 
we are, mister. .. we are the student body 
of Bridgewater State College. We, the 
students, put you in your positions in the 
SGA because we thought you were 
responsible enough for your respective 
positions. And more importa:ntly, we, the 
students (please don't forget this) trusted 
you which obviously was betrayed. 
Second, why did the SGA have to gd to 
Dunfey's? Maybe it was off-season but 
it's still the most expensive hotel on the 
Cape. The SGA has chambers which we 
(remember who WE are, Mr. Orrell) paid 
for. 
Third, why did you have to take out 
$3,000. Don't you think that's a little 
steep? Or do you usually spend that much 
money? I know you said the trip was 
advertised. But only outside the SGA 
office. Didn't you bother to question 
that? Other organizations advertise much 
better. And for more than a week and a 
half. 
Obviously, this matter is not yet 
settled. And it probably won't be for a 
while. But, if we had more people with 
your attitude Mr. Orrell, this college 




























Sraff: Carrie Kesse. Daralyn Ross, Cindy Naples, Mark Avery, Pam Sweeney, Dan Grinnel, Bob Lang, 
Michelle Lombardo, Mike Jankowski, Stephen Cords, Betsy Kelly, Arithoney Fagen, Michael Hall, 
Janis Weatherbee,•Patrice Manning, Mike Storey, Linda Walenty, Bob Patterson, Mary Beth MacNeiJ, 
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Pro - Life 
Where's the 
h . ? c ozce .. 
RE: Pro life letters of April 17 issue: 
After reading the letters on page 2 last week, we felt com-
pelled to respond. They both deserve to be answered. 
First, we would like to address Mr. Dwyer. The Pro-Life 
movement has officially denounced· the clinic bombings. 
However, inany members of the Pro-Life movement-
including those interviewed this spring by Mademoiselle say 
they understand why it happened. We don't. Further, those 
"peaceful" demon~trators protest in front of clinics, making a 
difficult decision moreso. "Peaceful" demonstrators harass 
women going in by shouting and handing them grotesque 
· pictures, which are usually frauds. 
Mr. Dwyer, we agree that many people believe abortion is -
wrong. However, in the state of Massachusetts, more people 
do not. Further, "to expend public funds to groups that 
promote ... abortion, is likewise wrong" is a -self-defeating 
statement. The clinics which only give referrals to abortion 
clinics, also give information on birth control, to prevent the 
need for abortion, as well as referrals to programs for single 
parents and adoption agencies. Also by preventing clinics 
from giving information on abortions you are suppressing 
knowledge. And by the way, since cutting funding will not 
·make abortio~s go away, only unsafe, removing the option 
does cause poor women more harm. Like it or not, that is the 
reality. 
Finally, Mr. Dwyer, how should the choice be made before 
conception since by that criteria, we can't use the I. U .D. or 
pill, both of which prevent implantation? What if a barrier 
method fails? Or even worse, is not available due to cut 
funding to clinics? Where is the choice? If you say "don't have 
sex," think of how you would feel, if you were married and 
yott'r wife said that to you'? Remember, married women have 
unwanted pregnancies too. 
And to T.P. McGowan--Answer: unborn women have the 
right to be wanted. 
Sincerely 
Chris How a rd 
Michele Lombardo 
7 I I ill UI 'II' 111iOJ>- ... 
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TWO YEARS WITH US CAN 
MAKE YOU A I.Or MORE THAN ,PROUD. 
You'll be experienced in a skill, better prepared for college, and a 
bit richer than before. Not to mention having more adventures and meeting 
more people than most others do in ten years. _ 
The U.S. Army offers over thirty varied and interesting skills to 
women for tv10 .. year trai.ning. Skills like Radio Operator, Cargo Specialist, 
or Air Defense. They're all covered under The New GI Bill plus The New 
Army Coll~ge Fund. Which means that up to $17,000 for college could be 
yours in just two years of service. 
As a soldier, you'll also receive good pay, food, lodging, and med, 
ical coverage. In the end, you'll feel great about yourself, and your country. · 
It's called pride. Call your local Army Recruiter today to find out more. 
SSG Ben L. Aldridge 
Taunton Recruiting Station 
( 617) 812-4291 
SUMMER JOB FAIR 
Wednesday, April 30, 1986 
10:00 a.m.--3:00 p.m. 
Student Union Ballroom 
Between 40 and 45 employe~s needing summer help wil~ be here t~ meet 
·with and interview students seeking empl.oyme.nt . A hst of conhrmed 
employ~rs as of April 18, 1986 is below: · · 
Sheraton Plymouth Inn 
RGIS Inventory Specialists 
Westwood Lodge 
U.S. Postal Service 
· Reebok lnternation~l Ltd. 
Morse Shoe Company 
Randi-Kids 
Hale Reservation 
United Parcel Service 
Tad· Temporaries 
. Fernald State. School 
Old Colony Y 
L. Knife & Son, Inc .. 
SN ARC 
Friendly Ice ·Cream 
Lech mere 
TAC/Temps 




Polaris Enterprises Corp . 
First Investors Corp. 
The Latham School 
Consumer .Value Stores 
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Above: Memhers of 
Sigma Chi 
participare in last 
year:\' festivir ies. 
Right: Things shape 
'up 'for Kappa Phi 
Omega during Greek 
H'ed, 1985. 
Dcont. from p.I 
·-- .. 
- ... 
• > .. 
-Al 
work has done an exceptionaljoh of turn-
ing their hours of hard work into a wond-
erful concert. They inviteall to come hear. 
their program. They also wish to inform 
you that the BSC Chamber Singers have 
heen chosen to tour Europe.,.nextS.pr:ing 
Break, so support the soon-to-be interna-
tionallly known singing group that wi'll 
put Bridgewater S-tate. College on the 
map. Come Celebrate with us! 
flt COUNSELING 
iI:] ::-:r'.~1(· · ·psViCHOLOG" r~;l .. Boston'.B~~veCollegeof Human ·1 •• 
BOSTON 
BOlJVE 
Development Professions at North-
eastern University offers part-time and 
full-time graduate degree programs in 
Counseling Psychology. You can work 
toward a Master's degree. a Certificate 
of Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS): 
or a Doctoral degree. 
All counseling courses are taught 
by licensed. practicing psychologists 
with limited class size to encourage 
individual participation. ln addition to 
classroom work: all programs include 
applied experience in a supervised 
clinical environm·ent. 
For more information and a free 
brochure on the Graduate Programs 
in Counseling Psychology at Boston-
Bouve College. call (617) 437-2708. 
Or write to us at the address below. 
Graduate School. Boston-Bouve 
College of Human Development 
Professions. 107 Dockser Hall. North-
eastern University. 360 HuntingtonAve .. 
Boston. MA 02.115 
What's News in the World 
Compiled by 
Scott Carey 
Wednesday, April 16, 1986 
A HIT-AND-RUN BLOW was launched by Libya at a remote U.S. Coast · 
Guard station in the Mediterranean and the nation issued a summons to fellow 
Arabs for an "hour of revenge" for the American attack on Libyan cities. 
Diplomats estimated 100 people were killed in the attack on Tripoli, including 
an adopted daughter of Col. Moammar Khadafy. 
A MID-MAY MEETING between Soviet Foriegn Minister Eduard A. She-
vardnadze and Secretary of State George P. Shultz has been canceled by the 
Soviet Union. The session was aimed at laying the groundwork for a summit 
conference later this year between President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail 
Gorbachev. 
Thursday, April 17, 1986 
COL. MOAMMAR KHADAFY emerged from two days of seclusion late 
yesterday, condemned President Reagan as a "murderer of children" for order-
ing attacks on Libya and vowed to pursue world revolution. Khadafy's appear-
ance on Libyan television dispelled speculation that he had been killed in the 
U.S. air raid. 
BRITISH PRIME MINISTER Margeret Thatcher's government easily sur-
vived a vote of confidence in the House of Commons last night at the end of a full 
day's emergency debate on the Libya raid. But Thateher's vigorous defense of 
President Reagan and her role in allowing British bases to be used has had 
serious political and diplomat costs. 
PRESIDENT REAGAN'S $100 million aid request for Nicaraguan rebels was 
derailed yesterday, at least temporarily, when Republicans, in a surprise tactical 
maneuver, voteq for a proposal they vehemently oppose. Republicans threw 
their support to a Democratic proposal barring all aid to the rebels and provid-
ing up to $27 million for humanitarian assistance to Nicaraguans displaced by 
the country's civil war. 
Friday, April 18, 1986 
THE BODIES OF THREE British kidnap victims were found in Lebanon 
yesterday 1with a note saying the killings were in retaliation for the British-
su pported U.S. attack on Libya. In action that appeared to be sparked by the 
U.S. attack, a bomb was discovered moments before it was to be carried aboard 
an El Al jetliner in London, firebombs were tossed at a U.S. Marine compound 
in Tunisia and a British journalist was seized by gunmen in Beirut. 
SOUTH AFRICAN PRESIDENT P.W. Botha said yesterday that he would 
convene ·a special session of Parliament in August to enact long promised 
measures to ease racial segregation and gi\'.e the Black majority a voice in 
national decision-making. 
Saturday, April 19, 1986 
AN AMERICAN HELD hostage in Lebanon for nearly 17 months was identi-
fied yesterday as one of three Westerners whose bodies were found Thursday 
with a note saying they were killed in retaliation for U.S. raids on Libya and 
Britain's role in the attack. The identification of Peter Kilburn, 62, cheif librar-
ian at the American University of Beirut, came after officials said all three 
hostages were British. 
THE SOUTH AFRICAN· government said yesterday it will stop enforcing it's 
pass laws, hated cornerstones of apartheid that limit Black access to white areas, 
and will release people jailed for violating them. President P.W. Botha told 
Parliament a moratorium on pass law arrests will begin Wednesday, when he 
will propose a new law providing common identity documents for all races. 
Monday, April 12, 1986 
U.S.-SOVIET SUMMIT is still possible despite strains caused by the U.S. 
attack on Libya, Mikhail Gorbachev, the Soviet leader, said yesterday. 
PRESIDENT CORAZON AQUINO of the Phillipines appealed to communist-
led guerillas .to .. give peace a chance'' after 35 soldiers were killed in rebel 
ambushes over the weekend. Addressing 7,000 people at a University of the 
Phillipines gradua,tion ceremony, she offered the estimated 16,000 members of 
the communist New People's Army an "honorable peace." 
Tuesday, April 22, 1986 
PRESIDENT REAGAN has decided to dismantle two U.S. nuclear submarines 
to keep the United States within the limits of the SALT II treaty when a new 
Trident nuclear submarine goes to sea, a U.S. official said yesterday. "He's going 
that extra mile" said the·official. although.,the decision was described as "tenta-
tive" pending a consultation with allies in Asia and Western Europe. 
TO THWART AMERICAN intelligence efforts to decipher messages from 
Libyan agents in the field. the Libyan ·government is purchasing advanced 
cryptographic equipment from a. private Swiss firm, <:l. senior American official 
disclosed. The Libyans are making their codes tougher to break "and it'll make 
our job t.ougher .. " the official said. 
,, ;,' ,,. .' 
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TO MAKE ITTODAYYOU NEED A COLLEGE DIPLOMA, 
A GOOD SUIT AND PLENTY OF DRM. 
If you've received your bachelor's degree from a 4-year college, or a RN or graduate degree from an accredited 
institution between October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986, you can qualify for Ford's Graauate Assistance Program. 
We can give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back on your new Ford. · . 
Only if you buy one of the new Ford cars ortrucks listed below and only if you take delivery by August 31, 1986. 
For more information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536. Or see your local New England Fora Dealer today. 
$400 cash back on a new Esco"rl. 
$400 cash back on a new Escorl EXP. 
$400 cash back on a new Tempo. 
$400 cash back on a new Thunderbird. 
$400 cash back on a new Aerostar. 
$400 cash back on a n.ew Bronco II. 
$400 cash back on a new Ranger pick-up. 
$400 cash back on a new F-150 truck. 
'· 
$400 cash back on a new F-250 truck. 
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Entertainment /L.i 
BSC International Night 
By 
Mike O'Connor 
International Night, which was held 
this past Thursday evening, was one of 
the best events that has taken place on 
. this campus during the past year. In light 
of what happened in Libya last week, 
International Night instilled in some a 
much needed boost of confidence and 
security between Americans and foreign 
students. And these international stu-
dents did a fantastic job. 
The night was filled with food, music, 
dancing, and basically a very good time. 
We were treated first to Indian style 
music by a group known as the Phoneci-
ans, later accompanied by two very 
colorfully costumed, talented and pretty 
women doing different Indian dances. 
Then, ceremonies came, led by organi-
zation Vice-President Dlip DeSilva, one 
of the students from Sri Lanka. Dlip wel-
comed everyone, spiced with some 
humor. He expressed gratitude to 
Bridgewater State and especially to Mr. 
Dr. Nancy Moses 
To Leave BSC 
Dance Corps 
By 
Joyce E. Turnbull 
This past week the dance club 
received very discouraging news that 
was simultaneously frustrating and anger 
provoking. It has been just two weeks 
since the very successful dance concert, 
"Watch Us Dance." The club felt it was 
finally receiving some. of the support it 
needed. However~ we received word that 
Dr. Moses, our mainstay of support and 
direction, wou1d no longer be able to help 
us in. the Dance Corps. Her hard work 
which was done on her free.time· took 
away from her own time and responsibili-
ties at her home. We• truly sympathize 
and understand her reasons for leaving 
Tony Metrano. Mr. Metrano expressed 
gratification for working with the interna-
tional students. 
I've talked to and known some interna-
tional students and they are really great 
people. Hisham, one of the students from 
Lebanon, is very humorous and a tal-
ented pianist. 
The food was also delicious. It was 
cooked and served by the international 
students and dishes came from many 
countries. One of the people in charge of 
food was Christa Walter, a bright, funny 
and pretty student from West Germany. 
After everybody ate, we were treated 
to more Indian music and dancing as well 
as a Boston based belly dancer by the 
name of Phaedia. As the night wore 
down, people got up from their tables 
and joined in the dancing until the night 
was over. 
All in all it was a culturally exciting and 
festive evening, and I hope we see and 
hear more from the International Stu-
dents Organization, because they are 
treasures not to be missed. 
the Dance Corps and we cannot say how. Phaedia with admirer 
much we appreciate what she has done 
photo Mark Av.ery 
for us. 
We cannot understand why there isn't 
a full-time dance faculty member or a 
dance minor and major available at 
B.S.C. There are degrees available in 
theater' art, communication and physical 
education. Who decided that dance 
wasn't important? 
In a 1975 Newsweek article it noted 
that dance audiences increased from 1 
million to 15 million. That was eleven 
years ago and since then the interest in 
dance has shown incredible increases. 
Just try to get a ticket to see Mikhail 
Baryshnikov. Or notice the number of 
movies being made around the theme of 
dance (42nd Street, White Nights, Fast 
Forward, Turning Point etc.). Or try to 
get into a dance studio. I called ten and 
they are completely booked. I finally got 
into the one I am in because I knew some-
one. It has only two instructors and they 
put 350 students through training each 
week. The interest at the studio was 
incredible the day I casually mentioned 
that B.S.C. would have a strong dance 
program this fall. Because of the lack of 
advanced dance training in this area, eve-
ryone was excited including the instruc-
tors. I hope the administration swings 
their support to this important . part of 
American life and reconsiders dance at 
B.S.C. 
the good of pain 
Something good will come of this 
I know 
it was just meant to be 
these things happen for a reason 
we must look to the. good 
and not dwell on the bad 
no one said.that it wo.uld be easy 
or that it would feel good 
no one gave promises 
or said that it was right 
no one meant pain 
it just ·happened 
it can't be explained I know it sounds 
crazy 
perhaps a bit insane 
but hold onto what's left 
never let go 
pick up the pieces 
and go forth with the pain 
days will pass by 
and it may seem like you're alone 
you can't give into it 
you must prove you are strong 
it's there waiting to be found 
something good will come of this 
I .::Ion 't know why 
it just has to be found. 
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servers at International Night photo Mark Avery 
"• 
Chris Walter photo Mark Avery 
photo Mark A very 
Mick In Book Form 
Mickey Mantle had one of the most 
astonishing careers baseball has ever 
seen. In a career spanning the years of 
1951 to I 968, he scored 536 lifetime 
homeruns, won .3 Most Valuable Player 
awards (I 956. 1957 and 1 962) and the 
Triple Crown of baseball: in 1 956, he led 
the· American League (and the majors) 
with a .353 batting average, 52 home 
runs. and 130 RBis. He was the fourth 
player -- after Rogers Hornsby, Lou 
Gehrig and Ted Williams -- to win the 
Triple Crown. __ C,o_untless other awards 
and honors are part of the legend of 
' 'The Mick,,. as well. 
But The. Mick is also about Mickey 
Mantle, the family man, the private man. 
Mantle sets the record straight about th.,. 
high points in his life as well as some 
his crazier adventures, including the 
infamous Copacabana fight that some 
say ended Billy Martin's career as a 
Yankee.Mantle talks about his marriage 
and fatherhood, including the near-fatal 
car crash involving his wife, Merlyn, 
which convinced Mickey that alcohol 
Miss Adult Hemisphere, Miss Teen Hemisphere, and Child Miss Hemisphere 
Be A Beauty 
ie -· r 
i:l1ti~i1;1l;ti~~ 
will award $f4~000.00. in schoh1r~"lii'ps to · 
the Philadelphia Academy of Theatrical 
J\rts. pri1cs of trophies. hanncrs and tia-
ras for the girls. Fach c<1tcgory winner 
will win their registration fee paid to com-
pete int he National Hemisphere Finals in 
August. at the Fontainchlcau Hilton. in 
Mi<lmi Reach. Florida. 
Massachusetts competition will he 
held: Saturday. May ). 1986. Brockton 
Holiday Inn. Brockton. Massachusetts. 
To secure an entry hlank. contact New 
Fngland state headquarters - Miss Hem-
isphere Paµcant. P.O. Box 401. Taunton. 
Classic duo to perf arm 
in Cambridge 
On Saturday, April 26, 1986, Pro Musicis 
presents cellist Pamela Frame, accom-
panied by pianist John Mugge, in Edward 
Pickman Hall at the Longy School of 
Music in Cambridge. 
Beginning at 8pm; the program will 
include Carter's Sonata for Cioloncello 
and Piano, Popper's Hungarian Rhap-
sody, Opus 68, J.S. Bach's Suite No. 3 in 
C major and Barber's Sonata, Opus 6. 
Tickets are $7 .50 general admission or 
$5.00 for students and senior citizens. 
Available in advance at BOSTIX or at the 
door the night of performance. Call ( 617) 
437-0231 for information and 
reservations. 
Cafferty At SMU 
John Cafferty & The Beaver Brown 
Band with Special Guest: B. Willie Smith 
Thursday, May 1, 1986 Southeastern 
Massachusetts University Gymnasium 
8:00 p.m., $9.00 General Public Ticket 
Information (617)999-8136. 
ing the contest. A $10.00 ITli~g fee is the 
only requirement. Fnmilyand friends arc 
imited. door admission. $6.00 for adults 
and $5.00 for children. Prn.t'CL'ds will he 
donated to the Roselli Scholmship Fund. 
C'ompct it ion is open to child rcn_ 
hahies. teens and adults in the fields or 
beauty. modeling potential and talent./\ 
competitor may enter one.two. or ult 
thn:c events if age qualifies. 
Hcmisphcn: is the numhcr one and the 
largest single pageant in the~ orld today. 
offering more prilcs and opportunities 
than any other comrctition of' it's kind. 
The Mick 
continued from page ;6 
may have become a problem for him. 
In hardcover, The Mick was an 
outstanding bestseller, on lists all across 
America, including The New York 
Times, Washington Post, Los Angeles 
Times, San Francisco Chronicle, 
Philadelphia Inquirer, Dallas Times 
Herald,· Time, and the Chicago Tribune. 
Waldenbooks, B. Dalton, Crown and 
Doubleday placed The Mick on their 
own bestseller lists. The New York Times 
Syndicate, The New York Post, Good 
Morning America, USA Today and Late 
Night with David Letterman carried 
excerpts or interviews with Mickey 
\fantle. InJ ove paperback, The Mick will 
be available to even more of his fans, 
backed by an· extensive advertising and 
publicity campaign. In addition, Jove has 
added an all new section of Mantle's 
career stats, and a scrapbook of personal 
photos. 
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John Lennon Lives 
John Lennon: Live In New York City is Instant Karma, It's So Hard, Mother and 
more than a live album, it documents the the classic Giue Peace A Chance. Also 
first marriage of rock'n roll and social featured is the Beatle's tune Come 
awareness performed by the most Together, Elvis Presley's Hound Dog, 
influential man in music, John Lennon. and the legendary Imagine. John Len-
Lennon's ability to move people is never non: Live In New York City is also availa-
more evident than on Live In New York ble on Sony video cassette. 
City for it captures the frenzied emotions 
of a generation plagued by war and social THE SONGS 
unrest. Recorded at Madison Square Side One: 
Garden, August 30, 1972, the concert New York City.It's So Hard. 
was the third in a series done for the Woman Is The Nigger Of The World. 
needy, in this case the proceeds went to Well, Well, Well.Instant Karma 
help handicapped children. In addition, (We All Shine On) 
Live In New York City chronicles the first 
concert by John and Yoko with a Side Two: 
rehearsed band and it was the last time Mother.Come Together. Imagine. 
he would perform. The LP presents Len- Cold Turkey.Hound Dog. 
non's most potent material including Give Peace A Chance 
Woman Is The Nigger Of The World, 
Your Stars this Week 
By 
Stella Wilder 
The coming week offers the gift of time to those who have overbooked them-
selves in terms of projects and promises. Recent weeks have demanded harder. 
longer labor than usual to gain success; access to whatever aids are necessary to 
guarantee both relaxation and fulfillment. Relationships between children and 
parents ·of whatever ages improve this week, with parents suddenly demonstrating 
more understanding, children suddenly displaying more maturity-and vice versa! 
Many business matters, which had been anything from a' mere annoyance to near 
· t · w e Partners in business find 
'.:,~fM1•4~t11:fI"Pa•b~•:~~§~;,,i~~id."i~r~"'""''·-·-······ ·· 
TAURUS (Aprll 20-May 5~Cbaracterdifferences count for littleinpart~ership 
affairs this week. Problems are solved with ease. (May 6-May 20)-Surface varia-
tions are to be discounted this week. Make decisions on the basis of larger issues. 
GEMINI (May 21-June 6)-Knowledge that seemed hard to acquire is suddenly 
easily come by. Both friends and enemies are willing to share. (June 7-June 
20)--Y our need for protection leads you to new relationships that will ultimately 
prove the most durable. 
CANC.ER (June 21-July 7)--Your overanxiousness about the future fades as a 
week of peace and patience proceeds. You learn to relax. (July 8-July 22)--
Judicious expression of emotions keeps you from putting your foot in your mouth. 
A good week. 
LEO (July 23-Aug. 7)--Not an eventful week, but one you will look back on as 
restful and conducive to your understanding of yourself. (Aug. 8-Aug. 22)--Forthe 
first tim.e in many moons, you will have time to give to artistic endeavors. Creativity 
soars. . 
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 7)--Fears of a strenuous week fade into contentment with 
a procession of relaxing, yet fulfilling days. (Sept. 8-Sept. 22)--lt is important this 
week that you serve custom and tradition. The o~dest institutions serve you best just 
now. 
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 7)--The disagreements you expected do not materialize. 
Instead, it is a week of calm, cool cooperation. (Oct. 8-0ct. 22)--Romance is 
definitely in the air. Go slowly, however, in establishing a new relationship; avoid 
assumption. 
SCORPIO (Oct: 23-Nov. 7)--Financial affairs are looking up by week's end, 
particularly if they are joint. Make realistic assumptions. (Nov. 8-N ov. 21 )-·-:Erratic 
or impulsive behavior is entirely foreign this week. Smooth sailing as storms abate. 
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 7)--Firm but reasonable action taken against 
those who would rock the boat this week results in absolute success. (Dec. 8-Dec. 
21)--Both family and friends receive your plans for the future with enthusiasm. ""'.,..-
Take off from there! 
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 6)--N ot a very active week, but certainly a fulfilling· 
oi:ie. Old projects wind up; old fears diminish. (Jan. 7-Jan. 19)--Recent difficulties 
between you and friends seem a thing of the dim, distant past as hurt feelings are 
healed. 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 3)--You should be able to make good progress by 
expending minimal energy. A something-for-almost-nothing week. (Feb. 4-Feb. 
18)--The congeniality of associates surprises you in its consistency and intensity. 
Expectations are far surpassed. 
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 5)--You iron out partnership differences easily in the 
week. Thereafter, agreements lead to financial growth. (March 6-March 20)-~ 
Though no important changes take place on the home front, domestic affairs seem " 
exciting and interesting. 
ARIES (March 21-April 4)--There is no room for superstition in this week,s 
activities. Abide by the rules~ keep to the facts. (April 5-AprilJ9)--Incompatibility 
diminishes even in troubled relationships. Much is achieved through compromise 
now. 
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Belgiulll videotapes at the ICA 
Chris Dercon presents the Boston 
premire of a program of European video 
art in the !CA Theatre on April 30 , from 
4:00-6:00pm. The selection of cont~m 
porary Belgian videotapes is a partial sur-
vey revealing specific characteristics of 
Belgian videos in the 80's. The tapes 
range in character, including works by 
video-pioneer Jacques-Louis Nyst, the 
documentary wave of Liege, early tapes 
by young Flemish artists, and the highly 
stylized personal work of Mary Andre. 
Two of the videos to be shown are 
collaborative productions by Chris Der-
con and Stefaan Decostere, director of 
the· Art Department for Belgian TV 
(BRT). Dans and Camera explores the 
growing problem facing artists-especially 
dancers-who propagate their cultural 
products through the television media, 
" addressing the question of what happens 
when art is squeezed through the TV 
tube. Warium wir Manner Die Technik 
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ogy so Much), a documentary style video 
that features American painter Jack 
Goldstein, French urban architect Paul 
Virilio and German video artist Klaus 
Vom Bruch, asks the question, "What 
does one do in a world where it is almost 
impossible to distinguish between the 
real and the unreal?" Other video tapes 
in the program include Marie Andre's 
Repetitions, Jan Bultheel's T angocyc/us, 
Hyaloide by Daniele and Jacques-Louis 
Nyst and Nicole Widart's Paysage 
Jmaginaire. 
Chris Dercon is a leading international 
art critic and independent of the contem-
porary visual arts He has produced video 
works for Belgian TV(BRT), has contrib-
uted to the Standaard newspaper in Bel-
gium, and has written and lectured 
extensively on video art and post-
structuralist theory. 
Tickets $3.50 general, $2 .SO ICA 
members and students. 
by Berke Breathed 
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PUZZLER 
,ACROSS 92 Soak up 
93 Gasped for 
1 Figure of speech breath 
7 Scottish cap 96 Baseball's Musial 
1 O Satchel 99 Wire measures 
13 London's river 101 Changes 
19 Mocked 104 Finish 
20 Fuss 105 Gal, of song 
21 The self 107 Baseball stat. 
22 Caroused 108 Bitter vetch 
24 Growing out of 109 River, in Spain 
25 That thing 110 Expected 
27 Latin conjunction 1i1 Sat down to 
28 Concerning dinner 
29 Math term 112 Hike 
30 Expunge 114 Roman official 
31 Not early 1 16 Former Broadway 
32 Above and play 
touching 117 Airline info. 
34 Be indebted 118 Right-hand page 
36 Bark cloth of a book: abbr. 
38 Heraldry: grafted 120 Brad 
39 Southwestern 122 India: poetic 
Indian 123 Sailors 
40 Bishop: abbr. 124 Exists 
41 Amanuensis 125 Similar 
44 French article 127 Italian river 
46 Plunge 129 Guide 
47 Perform 131 Vowed 
48 High mountain 133 Spanish article 
49 Weight of India 134 Therefore 
50 Footlike part 136 Radium symbol 
51 Collection of facts 137 Flap 
53 ·Neon symbol 139 That woman 
54 Teutonic deity 140 Shoemaker's tool 
55 Baker's products 141 Asian ox 
57 Blushing '142 Negative prefix 
59 Beast of burden 143 Unit of Siamese 
60 Arabian garments currency 
61 One 145 Range of 
62 Recommit knowledge 
64 Penned 147 Part of airplane: 
66 Walks wearily pl. 
· 68 Veneration 151 Encountered 
70 Checkered cloth 152 Music: as written 
72 Artificial language 153 Tie 
73 Mortification 155 Actor Danson 
7 4 Article 157 Lifted with lever 
77 School of whales 158 Church bench 
78 Duty required 159 Stupefy 
80 Barite, e.g. 160 Los Angeles: 
82 Broadcast abbr. 
83 Spoken 161 Guido's low note 
85 Merchant 163 Squander 
86 Mariner· 165 Sharp reply 
87 Pintail duck 167 Mother 
88 Electrified 168 Silver symbol 
particle 169 Babylonian hero 
90 Nahoor sheep 171 Iroquoian Indians 











3 Small amount 
4 Cyprinoid fish 
5 Football pos. 
6 Redact 
7 Tantalum symbol 
8 Fruit drink 
9 Engine 




14 That man 
15 Hail! 
16 Simple 
17 African antelope 
18 Poem of six 
stanzas 
19 Mislead 




32 Proved attractive 
33 Equal 
35 The two of us 
36 Three, in Spain 





43 Part of church 
45 Glossy paint 
48 Mimic · 
52 Snake 
56 Traps 
58 More arid 






66 Subjects of 
discourse 
67 Sudden. flights 
68 Time gone by 





79 Cesium symbol 
81 That is: abbr. 
84 Parcel of land 
87 Drunkard 
89 Aerie 
92 Wild plum 
93 Edible seed 
94 Emmet 
95 Mend with cotton 
97 Equal to 100 sq. 
meters 
98 Lowest point 
99 Pinochle term: pl. 
100 Anger 
101 Goals 






115 At home 






125 Fit for plowing 
126 Surfeit 
128 Shade tree 






141 Evergreen shrub 
144 Thoren symbol 
146 More recent 
148 Frock 
149 Roman gods 
150 Uncanny 
151 Distance measure 
152 R-U linkage 









170 Indian mulberry 
174 Negative prefix 
Job Hunting Made Convenient 
Custom Resume and Cover Letter writing by: 
o/iidrf/2~ 
at a price that students can afford. 
Conveniently located here in Bridgewater 
697 - 2453 
r;R r& 11tA ';j(.ffll1 - r-P i6Jldf/l/ 
Invisible puppeteers in 
New Bedford 
Famous People Players- a very unique 
company of puppeteers to play at the 
Zeiterion Theatre. 
Thirteen invisible puppeteers create 
the colorful theatrical antics of the Fam-
ous People Players. Clad entirely in 
black, from hoods to gloves, these puppe-
ters manipulate lifesize dolls and props 
colored with fluorescent paint. Under the 
ultra-violet illumination of black light the 
puppets spring to life on stage, whilt the 
puppeteers remain unseen. 
The Famous People Players, a Cana-
dian black light theatre group based in 
Toronto, bring their unique and captivat-
ing theatria'cal form to the Zeiterion 
Theatre in New Bedford on Saturday 
Aprl 26,for two performances. The last 
event in this season's Merril Lynch Inter~ 
national Series, performances are at 
2:00pm and 8:00pm with tickets priced 
from $8.00 to $12.00. Senior Citizens and 
students recieve a $2.00 per ticket 
discount. 
Founded in 1974 by Artistic Director 
Dianne Lynne Dupuy, C.M., Famous 
People Players has been internationally 
acclaimed for its contribution to t.heatre 
arts and the enter.ainment industry. 
·Their show is designed to appeal to both 
young and old. 
Most noteworthy about the Company 
is its dedication to the interwation of the 
Dear P.J., 
I am a mother of 3 teenagers. My 
children do not understand that 
when I say ••no" to them, it's not to 
·make them hate me, but I said no 
becaus~ I love them. They think I 
badger them when l ask them where 
they are going, with whom and 
what time they'll be in .. · I do this 
because I love them. I love them 
enough to make them stay in and do 
their homework, and" not because 
l 'm paying for their tuition. I do all 
these things for my children not 
because I'm trying to win the 
Mother of the Year Award, but 
because I love them. I hope they see 
the logic in my actions, beca'use in 
, the long run they will gain some-
thing from them. 
-Loving Mother 
Dear Loving Mother, . . 
In the end .I'm sure they will gain. 
And you will also, a lot of love from 
your 3 children. 
Dear P.J., 
There's.this kid in my chemistry 
class who is always drunk. He's 
really very good looking, smart and 
has a lot going for him. I think he's 
even a model. But why he drinks ,I 
do not know. Should I tell him how 
I feef, the part about him having a 
lot going for himself? It's not like I 
want to be his girlfriend, although 
he is extremely attractive. I just see 
·him hurting himself. 
Any Ideas? 
-Chemist 
developmentally handicapped, of whom 
ien of the thirteen performers are. The 
original goal of the Company, which still 
forms to its underlying philosophy, was -
to develop the capabilities of handi-
capped citizens and to prove that''they 
could lead satisfying, productive lives 
given the right challenge and opportun-
ity. 
Famous People Player's original reper-
toire consisted of life-size celebrity 
puppets, with the central puppet being 
Liberace. The dream of the Company · 
was that one day the real Liberace would 
see them and take an interest in their 
work. In 1975, the dream came true when 
Liberace saw them perform and then 
headlined them for three return engage-
ments at the Las Vegas Hilton_ 
Those on attendance will be enthralled 
with the life-sized puppet versions of Bar-
bara Streisand, Elvis Presley, Tony 
Orlando, Cyndi Lauper, Frank Sinatra, 
Kenny Rogers, Michael Jackson, Libe-
race and Liza Minelli. In addition, the 
Company will perform a full length fan-
tasy story of The Sorcerer's Apprentice, 
a piece based on the sequence from the 
Disney Classic, Fantasia. 
For further information and/or tickets 
contact the Zeiterion Theatre box office 
at 617/994-2900. 
Dear Chemist, 
I think you should tell him. If he 
. drinks he could harm himself in lab 
working with a.ll those chemicals. 
Just say y~u're concerned and feel 
he can live without it. Show him 
that you care! See if he has any 
problems, either at home or in 
school. If so come up with alterna-
tives to the problems· other than 
alcohol. If you want to help,· then 
do so! · 
Dear P.J., 
Is it true that if you engage in 
sexual intercourse, you should see a 
gynecologist even if you've never 
been before? . 
-Curious 
Dear Curious, 
If you have a11y questions per-
taining to sex theri a gyne.cologist 
can be helpful. If you want to learn 
about birth control, or . find otit 
which type qJ birth control is best 
for you or your partner, visit a 
gynecologist. Your gyneco!ogist 
can answer questions related to 
your menstrual cycle, hormonal 
balance, and estrogen level, alonR 
with giving you a complete physi-. 
cal. It is not necessary to visit a 
gynecologist after sexual inter-
course, but it is advised to visit one 
after y0ur fl~st sexual experience; 
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Soap Opera Review 
By 
Nancy Johnson 
LOVING: Father Jim was shocked 
when Sherrie told him that Johnny is her 
son, not Ava's and Jack's child. Zach 
warned Link to stay away from Lorna's 
murder trial. 
ALL MY CHILDREN: Erica and 
Jeremy postponed their marriage plans. 
Natalie insisted to Jeremy that she's 
going to have an abortion. Marian sold 
Adam some worthless land. 
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Josh was rein- ANOTHER WORLD: Cass invited 
stated at the hospital after Asa recovered M.J. out on a date in order to make Kat-
from a drug reaction. Rafe is smitten with hleenjealous. Marley learned that Donna 
Clover. Cassie wants to see David and ·had hired Ralph, who's blackmailing 
Jenny. • Donna, to impersonate Michael. 
RYAN'S HOPE: Dakota was upset to CAPITOL: Clarissa told ·Mark that 
learn that his investments are losing she'll marry him. Paula considered sui-
money fast. Rick and Ryan were married cide after learning that Mark is marrying 
and Ryan met Maura, a woman who Clarissa. Thomas begged Baxter not to 
could be Mary Ryan's twin. leave town. " 
SANTA BARBARA: Madelyn's hus- DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Victor, who 
band, David. told conflicting stories now knows that Bo is his son, is con-
about his whereabouts at the time of vinced that Kimberly must be carrying 
Madelyn's death. Ted and Hayley shared Victor's_baby, not Shane's. Marlena hyp-
their first kiss. notized John· (The Pawn). 
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW: Sun- GENERAL HOSPITAL: Edward and 
ny's nephew, Craig, arrived to live with Alan flipped to learn that Sean tricked 
her while his parents are out of the coun- them out of their fortune. Lucy testified 
try. Liza proved to Estelle she can still in court that she has loved Kevin from 
have Lloyd if she wants him. afar for a long time. 
THE YOUNG AND THE REST- GUIDING ·LIGHT: Maeve insisted 
LESS: Brad suspects that Danny still that she's not jealous that Fletcher has 
loves Traci. Jill seduced Michael. Paul been spending time with Reva. Claire 
realized Lauren told the truth-that she'd fantasized about a life with Kyle, and his 
been Shawn's captive. money_ 









For more information call: 
285-7722 ext. 222 
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Bears business 
Post season play j or 
BSC's spring-time athletes 
By 
BSC runner Keating 




The Bridgewater State track teams 
recently competed at both the Boston 
College Relays and the Westfield State 
Invitational. At the Boston College meet 
Tom Keating became Bridgewater's 
second runner to qualify for the National 
Championships to be held next month in 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin. Carolyn Parsley 
was the first to qualify (in_ the 
heptathlon). 
Keating ran the 3,000 meter steeple-
chase in 9: I 2.5 to place 4th overall. Greg 
Cornell placed 10th in the 5,000 meter 
with a time of 14:53. This' time comes on 
the heels of a 14:44 and I 4:58 which was 
run the previous weeks. Greg plans to 
qualify in the MASCAC Championships 
next weekend. 
Ed Bombarder ran the 800 meter in 
1:54.8 to place 8th at the B.~. Relays. Ed 
also plans to qualify at the MASCAC 
Championships. where he is the defend-
ing champion in the 800 meter. 
There were a number of good perfor- ~ 
mances at the Westfield Invitational held 
last Saturday. Jeff. Horn won his first 
college long jump competition ever, 
jumping 20'8Y2 ",a new personal best. The 
previous week he had finished 3rd in the 
long jump at the SMU Invitational. 
In the men's 1500 meter, Tom Esposito 
improved seven seconds. to place 2nd in 
4:05 (equivalent to a 4:21.5 mile). Tom 
should be very competitive in the MAS-
CAC Championship 1500 meter. Scott 
Yakola, who is still recovering from a 
bout with the flu hopes to be well enough 
to defend his 1500 meter MASCAC title 
of last year. Along with Esposito, Bridge-
water should be well represented in this 
race. 
Mike Storey 
With two more weeks left in the reg-
ular spring season it looks as though 
many of our teams may be extending 
their seasons a week or two in their 
quest for post-season play. 
The women's lacrosse team (3-3-1) 
are having one of the best season's in 
the team's history. If it weren't forfour 
seconds, the ladies could very well be 
(5-2) at this juncture of the year. They 
were tied by Wheaton (8-8) in the last 
three seconds and recently lost (11-10) 
to Wellesley in a last second goal. In 
between those games the Lady Bears 
mauled Mt~ Holyoke(20-13). 
The Good Sport's annual 
pro baseball preview 
The men's baseball team, ranked 
number 4 in New England. Raised 
their record to ( 13-4) as they took.three 
out of four games against MASCAC 
rivals Fitclihurg State ( 10-2. 2-6) and 
\,\'orce.slcr State (8-4, 4-3) over the 
weekend. 
The big gun for the Bears was fresh-
man .. John Kiely who had 3 homeruns 
and 7 RB rs. He now li;:ts8.HR's on the 
year and has shattered the school 
record. of 5 previously held by Ron 
McCarthy (82-83). Pau\ Cosgrove.the 
Bears pitching ace, raised hisrecord to 
(4.:.Q) arid a conference leading 1.39 
ERA. " 
The Bears {4-2) in the MASCAC 
have four big conference games on the 
.. -road this weekend against Salem State 
arid -Framingham State. 
The women's softball team ( 14-3). 
ranked number 2 in New England. 
recently completed a four game sweep 
over MASC AC opponents Fitchburg 
·State (8-0. 5-0) and Worcester State 
(4-0, 4-3}. The Lady Bears are unde-
fea:ted in the MASC AC (6-0) and have 
an excellent chance of winning the 
MASCA.C championship and an 
automatic bid into ·the NCAA 
tourney.-
Darlene Dusseault (9-1) continues-
to lead the MASCAC in pitching with 
a (0: 72) ERA All American Dt:b Car-· 
reiro leads the team in hitting (.447) 
and RBI's ( 17). 
Top goal scorers for the Lady Bears 
are Sue Larson ( 18), Laurie O'Connell 
(15) and Karen Nash (14): Goalkeeper, 
Karen Rapchurch continues to be a 
real key for the team's success this 
year. 
The. men's and women's tr;ick team 
are right on schedule as they head into 
this weekend~s MASCAC :qh~mpion­
ship at Fitchburg St~tecCarolyn Pars- · 
l~y (heptathlon). ,a.nd Tom Keating 
(5000), already bav¢ reserved tickets to 
Lacrosse .. Wisconsin as . both h.ave 
qualified .for the NCA.A 's. There 
should be a few more names added to 
that list after the next couple of weeks. 
Intramural/Recreation 
The regul~r season for intramural 
softball and street ,hockey ends next 
week. Check the IM Bulletin Board to 
see if your ~earn made the p-layoffs. 
The BAIRS First Annual Golf 
Tourney at Ritters CC takes place 
tomorrow. See Mike Storey on Friday 
morning to. sign up. Bus leaves for 
course at 12:30 p.m. from the gym. 
The BSC Triathlon takes· place on 
Saturday, May l 0th at i I :00 a.m. 
Applications are available in the 
IM/ Rec. rack in the gym lobby. For 
more information see M.ike Storey in 
the gym (x2257). 
Hey, Sports Fans how are you doing? bought some pitching may b~ Marge 
Long time no see, but I tell you, I'm still Schote is a Cincy saviour, Pete Rose is 
the good sport and I still love ya. Now, going to be seen in more ads so get ~r the annual baseball prev·~ie~w;·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,·~--~-~ ALEAST it~ 
l. Cleveland Indian's - no, I haven't com-
pletely lost my mind. Over the last five 
years there have been five different 
winners. This year it either has to be Bos-
ton or Cleveland so song: All I need is a 
Miracle. 
2. New Y otk Yankees - the best team 
m6ney can buy, sell, ~rade to. get a p:n-
nant that is .if they-could only get along. 
song: With. a. little· More Love. 
3. Detroit Tigers - Kirk Gibson finally 
comes of age, unfortunately, so does Wil-
lie Hernandez, Darrell Evans, and most 
of the rest of the town song: Stages. 
4. Toront,o Blue Jays - they won the Al 
East last year and everybody still wants to 
know how song: Who are you. 
5. Boston ked Sox - they play five 
hundred ball and still finish fifth in the 
mighty East it could be their turn but the 
bullpen still looks shakey .song: What 
You Need. 
6. Baltimore Orioles-anyteam who has a 
guy that says, Khadafy is a good guy, he's 
ju,st getting bad media and trades; for 
Jackie Guittieree ·deserves sixth· song: 
They're coming to Take Me Away Ha, 
Ha. 
7. Milwaukee Brewers - ba:nibi's borers 
song: Wake Me Gently. 
NL WEST 
l. Cincinnatti Reds - they went out and 
seen too many ads with Tommy Lasorda. 
The media will print the Dodgers lose 
area when they win song: Talk To You 
Later. 
, J. San Diego Padres- Holy, Holy, Holy! 
lsay t.o thee, this team has a first baseman 
and third baseman who are gold glovers. 
They will make more errors than Boggs 
to Buckner song: No Easy W ay1 Out. 
-. 4. Atlanta Braves - Ted Turner is a close 
. second to George Steinbrenner, for worst 
owner he did hire Bobby Cox (again\ Is 
he showing some humility ( d·oubtful) 
song: I've Got Those Blues Again . 
5. Houston Astros: name three players on 
the Astros, I dare you song: Help!! 
6. San Franeisco Giants - thew hole teams 
got Excedrin headache number 2'5 song: I 
Want To Be Sedated. 
Al MVP - Brett Butler 
NL MVP - Bobby Ojeda 
NL Cy Young - Bobby Ojeda 
AL Cy Y ~ung - Phil Niekro 
Playoffs KC over Cleveland in 4 (I don't 
want to be committed to an institution 
and pick the Indians for the series). 
Reds over the Mets in? (you can't have 
Gooden and Ojede on the mound 
everyday). 
Series - Reds in five. P.S., Ronny I don't 
want to die in Libya. 
Old time hockey.· at Bridgew(lter 
Bike-Aid '86 Week two in the in~ramural street 
hockey league proved to be more exciting 
than the slow start of week one.- This can 
be attributed to the intense c~mpetition, 
~; good weather. and loyal spectators. 
DefendingJeague champs,the.Trojans, 
still maintained their undefeated. league 
status this year by winning· both of.their 
pmeS.. They outplayed the Gamblers 
early in the ·week, 'proving that they want 
··.~:c.w~~'.·:-A~ _di~/t~~~ ~":till;~ ~h~, "."~re: 
. undefeated until matched against the 
Trojans· in what should have been a nail 
biting experience. But somebody has to 
lose right? ~o. what did happen to those 
Bruins? 
The Slammers looked hot at the begin-
ning of the week. especially team mate 
Andy Nekowroski. But they did losetheir 
-. grip as well as some- tempers under the 
hot sun on Thursday agains~ the Kuks. . 
Easy.boys. it•s only week two. 
. - .,,~ .,., . -· ' .. " •' ,.,'. ,)_ ,-·-~ 
Off enjoyed the sweet smell of success 
last week by winning both of their gam·es. 
Bobby Kane, Mike "Nipper" Wallace 
and Chris Patato were responsible. for 
most of their teams goals. We 11 see who's 
the team to beat off.· 
Weck three. I'm sure will be just as if 
not more excitin1. So come. on down 
folks. Y QU can l beat the- cost of this 
_sports .entertainment; 
•• ' 
·"'-· -'h' ... 
.... ..., ... ,,....,.., 
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Announcements 
2 NEW HANDOUTS 
Business Week's Guide to Careers, April 1986 edition. And Career Opportunities 
for College Graduates, Spring '86 edition. Published by the Wall Street Journal. 
SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES 
Cycling - USA and overseas. Lead trips, see new places, earn some money, have a 
good time! Two organizations seeking trip leaders. Applications and trip informa-
tion in Office -- summer job drawer.* American Youth Hostels *Student Hosteling 
Program. 
Volunteer jobs - state and national parks. From Alaska to Florida to New England. 
Possible room and board. All types of positions, all majors considered. Check out 
the Volunteer Book, see tab marked "Helping Out In the Outdoors." 
Some resource books for you to use: '86 Summer Employment Directory of the 
United States, '86 Directory of Overseas Summer Jobs, Working Holidays, 
Summer Theatre Director, '86, Summer Opportunities in Marine and Environ-
mental Sciences, 1986 Internships - Writer's Digest. 
Other Resources: Good Works - over 600 national and international organizations 
with positions for graduates seeking careers in the social change field. College 
Placement Annuals - For seniors. Helps to identify companies which hire new 
graduates - all majors. 
STUDY-TRAVEL-WORK ABROAD 
Loads of information for the adventurous spirit within. Whole World Handbook-
identifies opportunities for nearly every country in the world materials available for 
the taking include: 1986 CIEE Student Travel Catalog, Wanted Abroad (Work 
Abroad), and Basic Facts on Foreign Study. 
B.S.C. COLLEGE HEALTH SERVICE 
There will be a T.B. Testing Clinic in the Health Service, Tillinghast Hall, Friday, 
May 2, 1986 between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. Testing is free and all members of staff and 
faculty who have not been tested in the .past 3 years are encouraged to take 
advantage of this clinic. All students who will be student teaching, observing, or 
doing an internship are also advised to take advantage of this clinic. 
How can you get the experience 
you need to succeed in business? 
These top executives started out 
as Army officers. Right out of college, 
they were given the kind of responsi-
bili ry most people in civilian life work 
vears for. 
· If you begin your future as an 
Army officer, you could further your ca-
reer plans. 
Hmv do you become an Army 
officer? A great way to get the training 
you need is in Army ROTC. 
ROTC is a college program that 
Rawleigh Warner, Jr .. Chairman, Mobil Corp. 
Earl G. Graves, Editor & Publisher 
Black Enterprise Magazine 
will teach you leadership and manage-
ment skills, and train you to handle real 
challenges. 
If you want to prepare for a 
promising future in business, begin 
your future as an Army officer, with 
Army ROTC. You too might wind up a. 
captain of industry! 
For more information, contact 
the Professor of Military Science on your 
campus. 
ARMY ROTC. 
BEALL YOU CAM BE. 
John G. Breen, Chairm.an, President & CEO 
Sherwin-Williams Company 
CONT ACT: C.aptain Hannon M 
(617) 238-1081 ex 365 
NEW ENGLAND MINI-TRIATHLON, HARVARD UNIV.1986 
WHO: The Harvard Women's Swimming and Diving Team presents one of few 
held mini-triathlons in New England. WHAT: This Swim-Bike-Run event will 
feature an 800 meter swim, 12 mile bike, and a 4 mile run. WHERE: At Harvard's 
Blodgett Pool, located next to the football stadium, and around the Charles River 
in Cambridge. WHEN: Sunday, May I I, 1986at7:00a.m. HOW: For entry blanks, 
send self-addressed stamped envelope to: Carol Landry, New England Mini-
Triathlon, Harvard University, 60JFK St., Cambridge, MA02138 orcall(617)495-
1989. COST: $30.00 entry fee which includes T-shirt. 
LACROSSE CLUB 
The winners of the 1986 Lacrosse Club Raffle are as follows: 
1st - $75.00 cash - Richard Petipas. Needham, .. Ma. 
2nd - $35.00 gift certificate for the Yangtzee, Scott Kelly, 
East Bridgewater, Ma. 
3rd - two large pizzas, Papa Gines - Tiago Ames, Bridgewater. 
Ma. 
Thank you for your supporting the B.S.C. Men's Lacrosse Club. 
THE FLOWER PATCH" 
Rose boutonniere $3.50 and up 
Colonial bouquets $17.50 and up 
Carnation boutonniere $1.25 




is May 2nd!! 
Buick/Pontiac/Isuzu 
1 000 Main St./Rte. 28. Bridgewater 
bon't know where we are? Call collei;t 
for d1rect1ons 693-3113. 
•ttf'o?fln s!Oek we 1111• order one 1nvourc~ ofco1or LeaH basedQn lB.OOOm1. per yr 
Jf'tefix:Hs •1tt:1u & saff!s tar d8 mo ciosed encs leas.e ReQures retuodabkt t-&e:W'lfy deposit 01 
!St5-0 00 1ns1,1ran<;e not 1ncr~de<J 
SIGN UP 
WITH·. us, AND 
WE'LL· 
SIGN OFF OM 
YOUR LOAM .. 
Just because yoil grad, 
uated from college doesn1t 
mean you have to graduate 
into debt. Erase your college 
debt with the Army's Loan 
Repayment Program. 
Each year 'S'C-tl serve as a 
soldier, theArmv will reduce 
Y?Ur college debt by 113 or 
$1,.500, whichever amount is 
greater. So after serving just 
3 years, your college loan will 
be completely paid 6ff. 
You're eligible for this 
program with a National 
Direct Student Loan, or a 
Guarante~d Student Loan1 
or a Federally Insured Stu, 
dent Loan made after Oc.L,)' 
ber 1, 1975. And the loan 
can't be in default. 
Arid just because you've 
left college, don't think you'll 
stop learning in the Army. 
Our skill training offers a 
wealth of valuable high,tech, 
career-oriented skills~ So sign 
up. And watch us sign off. 
Find out more by calling your 
local Army Recruiter. 
"SSG Ben Aldrlclge 
Taunton Recruiting Station 
(617)823-3274". . 
'AIMY. 
Bl ALLlOU C.4M·11. 
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Classified Advertisements i--:~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
General Policy: 
Cl.ui&d 'dvertlsements are accepted mbject to the approval of The Com--
ment. Adverdlemeitts are dlu1ed on a per word bala, and abrevfations should 
not be med. 
Local Classified Rates: 
A bae rate of 53.GO ii useued, for up to twenty words. Each additional word is 
char1ed SO.~. The flnt three words will be Ht in bold face. Each addffional word set In bold face will be chu1ed SO.OS. 
Help Wanted 
Services 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE IMME- BOB'S AUTO WASH DIATE OPENING 
Large international financial corporation 
is currently expanding in the Boston area. 
This expansion offers an outstanding 
opportunity to an outgoing, responsible 
individual looking for a career in sales 
management. This entry level position 
offers advancement, unlimited earnings 
~nd financial security. For personal inter.., 
view call Mrs. Moore. l-800-821-2225L ... s1-
01 
Bob's Auto Wash and Wax On Campus 
Personal Service. Vacuuming, windows, 
chrome polished. interior, dash and 
apholstery cleaned with protectants app-
lied - beautify and protect your favorite 
car or truck for $15.00. Call now for 
appointment 697-3949. compounding 
available. ca-49--01 
Deadline: 
Clanifled advertisements mar he 11ubmltted by the Thunday of tbe weu 
prior to publlcation. Adi may be itlaeed in per.son at the Comment oftlce, 
located In the Student Union Bulldln1, next to the Boobtore, or by callln1 ( 617) 
697-1200, ext. 2151. 
National Classified Rates: 
A bae rate of S!.M is usealled, for up to twenty woras. t:ach additional word 11 
cbar1ed Sf).10. The ftnt three words will be set in bold face. Each additional word set 
in bold face will be cbar1ed S0.10. 
Summer Jobs 
SUMMER JOBS: 
Summer jobs, $7 .50 per hour to start. 
Fu!J and part time positions available 
throughout Southeastern Massachu-
setts and Rhode Island. No experience 
necessary. Start now or after exams. 
Some career openings. Call for informa-





SMALL BUSINESS EXPERIENCE: 
Learn necessary skills while in school. 
Services 
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES MEAN 
INTERVIEWS! 
E~hance your professional image with a 
professionally constructed resume from 
ALPHA & OMEGA CAREER SERVI-
CES: 583-2098 10% discount with ad.ca-45 
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE 
Ivan S. Fleischman 
"Service of Character throughout the 
Commonwealth" 
Member, Massachusetts Justices of the 
Peace Association. East Bridgewater. 
378-9949. Cil 18();1 
r~~~--~-~~-~--~~~~~-~-~--~--~~~~ Polaris Enterpr~eCorp.introducingnew 
For Sale 
Roomates WANTED: 
Internat~onal . student needs storage . ROOMATE 
place m Bndgewater for summer . . 
· th Pl· t , T · (W d Mature male (50) s .. eekmg roommate: mon s. ease con ac. arna. oo , . . · . · Room 11). 697-9S30. .. .. i:i 111 ~mancially_ .. secure, $300.00 month 
includes utlht1es, no pets. Call 697-5399. 
1------.;__--------t Leave message o!1 tape if not home~,-.,41 
College Students: 
YEPPIE division -- young entrepreneur-
ial professionals -- three levels of partici-
pation -- sales. training, interviewing - 1-----------------1 
depending on your desire. capability, 
need for money and free time. Call (col-
lect) for dates and times. 1-367-0445.~a->t>-
FOR SALE: 
1984 Buick Skyhawk, (automatic), excel· 
lent condition, 22,000 miles, 4 cyl., 2 
door, velour interior, digital AM/FM ste 
reo, air conditioned, new tires and exceJ-
Lost & Found •iM'•·' ~i·f~~c..V:.."' .. V"< ,_,. .::,·.~·-~ 871-3879. n1220<, 
We are a Fortune 500 Company that iE FOR SALE interested in College Students seeking c C t LOST: 1976 Fiat 131 sport, 62,000 miles, g.ood 
__ ..,.. business career. Join us part-time durinf OIDpU e.rS Lost in Commuter Parking Lot: gold condition, regular gas, 28 m.p.g .• new your school years, full-time summer, anc engagement ring, 8 rubies and one dia- brakes, JOO watt quadrafonic stereo, c:ontinue. to grow with . us after '-.
1
----------------' mond pear shape. Reward will be given!!! $900.00, 697-3104. caso--01 graduat~on. ACT NOW! DISKETTES Please call if you have found it! Thank 1----------------"-------! Brockfon 583-1000 
· Bulk&~ 1/4'~ DS/DtL49 cents.each.Lots · you! 888-1198 or 378-2079 «<1-40.02 FOR SALE: South Shore·749-1056 of ·so~· These are not seconds. MONEY r,..;..;...---------------' Dodge Omni - 1979 Std.4 speed, 4 door, Plymouth 746-3777 BACK GUARANTEE .. No ::questions FOUND hatchback, AM/FM, cassette, sun roof, Cape Cod 548-3014 asked, Call MEll-800-634-3478, 9-9 EST FOUND: HP41C in Gym Parking Lot- no body roL Good condition, $950.00 or or 1-800-322-4421. 
.,i11s.111 M-F: 10-6Sat. OfferexpiresS/15/86 ... 1118 .Now at lost and found in Union. ca.4601 best offer 697-5458. ra31o:i 
Announcements 
TALENT SHOW HELD! 
Yes. ladies and gentlemen, there will be a Talent Show here at B.S.C.! The 
preliminaries were back in February and now the finals will be held for your 
entertainment in May. Be on the look-out for the time and place! And BE THERE 
to applaud your favorite vocalists, actors. dancers. comedians, and models! 
UPCOMI,NG ELECTIONS -CLASS POSITIONS 










UPCOMING ELECTIONS - STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOC. 
POSITIONS 
Four Positions from the following classes: 1987, 1988, 1989. 
Four Senator at Large Positions 
The Executive Board of the Student Government Association which is as follows: 
President, Vice President, Assistant Treasurer, Executive Secretary and Attorney 
""' · General. 
· 
Nomination papers are avail8.ble on April 22. 1986 in the Student Government 
Association Office (next to the Game Room of the S. U. Bldg.) from 9:00 a.m. to 
3:00 p.m. Nomination papers are due back to the S.G.A. office on April 29 at 3:00 
p.m. Primary will be ·held 'on May l and May 2 from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.' Final 
election will be on May 8 and May 9 from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
WHAT IS ORIENTEERING? 
Orienteering is an exciting sport that develops .physical fitness and mental agility. 
Participants na\ligate from poiiit to point, with the aid of a special map and 
compass, as quickly and as efficiently as possible, using whatever route they 
interpret as best. 
The sport of Orientation originated in Scandinavia in the early nineteen twenties, 
where it began as part of military training .. Gradually, a competitive activity 
developed as the basic equipment of a map and compass became more spphisti-
cated. The term "Orienteering" was coined by the Kjellestrom brothers, and 
became an international word as the sport spread from Europe to other parts of the 
world. 
Orienteering is for all levels of expertise and ability, and enjoyment is gained from 
the individual's participation. PE 202 - Or!enteering, is being. offered during the 
Fall semester 1986. Classes will be held first quarter on Monday and Wednesday 
from 2:00 - 3: 15 p.m. 
ON~CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULE FOR SENIORS - ADVANCED. 
SIGN-UPS REQUIRED 
Tuesday, April 22, and Wednesday, April 23 "'.Massachusetts Educatio~alRecruit­
ing Consortium (ME;RC) in Boston - for Education majors only. 90 school systems 
outside of New England. Details in CPP office. Wednesday, April 23- Healthrax 
seeks management trainees in fitness, all majors welcome. Monday, April 28 -The 
Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare seeks auditors. Those in Accounting 
and finance concentration are invited. 
CONSIDERING LAW SCHOOL? 
Free handout - 1985-1986 Prelaw Handbook - The Official Guide to U.S. Law 
Schools Juniors - LSAT will be offered in June. For details, visit Office. 
